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UNDERWATER PHILATELY - ADDITIONAL FISHY SUBJECTS ?

Further to the article on thematics ('Underwater Philately') in the September edition of the Newsletter.
Above are four more stamps that might be added to a fledgling collection on the subject. From left to
right - the fossilised 'marine reptile' from the World Heritage site of Monte San Giorgio. Palaeontologists
have also discovered over eighty species of fossilised fish in this area (Z1137) ; a pre-historic
Ichthyosaur – a dinosaur from the 'Saurians in Switzerland' set issued in 2010 (Z1360 and sheetlet) ; the
80c red Melchsee stamp issued in 1991 (Z820) that just may be a depiction of a small boat used by a
lake fisherman and a crayfish from the 1996 Pro Juventute issue (J342). The Society is grateful to Swiss
Post for allowing it to publish illustrations of their products. (Editor)
HOW MANY RECENTLY ISSUED STAMPS ARE OUT THERE ?
Swiss Post have recently released the quantities of individual stamps issued in 2010 and 2011. The
majority were in the range 0.8 to 1.3 million. Exceptions included the Christmas 2010 set (85c – 5M, 1Fr.
- 6M and 1.40Fr. - 2.4M) and the Pro Juventute 2011 1Fr. + 50c. and International Year of Biodiversity
stamps – each 1.5M. And for those looking for 'comparitively low print runs' – the Pro Patria 2011 set (85
+ 40c and 1Fr. + 50c.) and the Henri Dunant Centennial, European Free Trade Association, Rolf
Liebermann Birth Centennial commemorative stamps - each 0.6M and Heinrich Sutermeister Birth
Centennial – 0.5M. How do these compare to the print runs of commemorative stamps in previous
years ? - and how many have finished up on mail ? (Reference : "Tell" November 2012 Page 11)
This issue is reflected in comments by Werner Gattiker in the latest version of his 'Switzerland Standard
Price List 1850 – 2012' which is packed with information and many useful tips for the collector. Werner
states that: "I find it notoriously difficult to obtain enough fine postally used examples (of recently issued
stamps). With fewer stamps being used against meter marks and cash frankings, also e-mail, used
stamps are getting scarce. This applies particularly to charity stamps and denominations less commonly
met with. More and more stamps and sets post–1993 can only be supplied 'cancelled to order' (which
collectors in Switzerland seem to prefer) at prices similar to mint. If you have a connection to a regular
source of fine postally used Swiss stamps, including charities, please get in touch – we can do
business." (Editor)
P.S.Can anyone provide more details of the Pro Infirmis organisation's cards? (Ref. HPSN March P. 20)
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THE ACCEPTANCE OF SWITZERLAND’S SPECIAL STAMP AND POSTAL STATIONERY ISSUES
UNDER THE UPU UP TO 1920 (PART TWO)
ROBERT WIGHTMAN
The first part of this article appeared in the March 2013 edition of the Newsletter (Pages 23 - 25).
Section 4.
The Pro Juventute stamps were issued on 1st December and those of 1913 and 1915 (no issue in 1914)
were valid for only three months; those for 1916 and later years were valid for five months. The Swiss
post office had recognized that these issues were subject to the UPU restriction and had asked other
countries whether they would accept mail franked with them. Six countries: Bavaria, Denmark, Hungary,
Italy, Portugal and Russia, agreed to accept these issues; five countries: Belgium, France, Germany,
Great Britain and The Netherlands declined.

Fig. 4.1
Fig. 4.2
4.1 A registered envelope to Bavaria correctly franked for 25c postage plus 25c registration with ten 5c
stamps of the 1913 Pro Juventute issue; cancelled at Menzingen on 20 th December 1913; Ansbach
arrival back-stamp 21st December 1913.
4.2 An envelope to England franked with five 5c stamps of the 1913 issue; cancelled at Basel on 16 th
December 1913; arrival back-stamp with illegible date. This letter “slipped through” as the Swiss post
office did not notice the invalid franking for England.

Fig. 4.3
Fig. 4.4
4.3 A 5c post-card to England correctly supplemented with a 5c definitive stamp; the sender added the
two stamps of the 1915 Pro Juventute issue, knowing that these were superfluous; machine-cancelled at
Geneva on 30th December 1915.
4.4 A cover to France franked with 2 x 3c + 2 x 5c + 10c stamps of the 1916 Pro Juventute issue (overfranked by 1c); cancelled at Winterthur on 11 th December 1916 and marked “T 50” as unpaid; censored
and re-sealed at Pontarlier on entry into France; Paris distribution back-stamp of 19 th December 1916;
no postage due collected in Paris.
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Section 5.
The “Peace” stamps were issued on 1st August 1919, initially only for inland mail. A notice of 8 th August
1919 indicated validity for mail to Bavaria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, Luxembourg, Russia, Serbia, Spain, Sweden and Württemberg. A further notice of 10 th
September 1919 added Greece, Hungary, Norway, Poland and the USA.

Fig. 5.1

Fig. 5.2

5.1 A 7½c “National Fête” post-card of 1919 (sold at 30c to support blind artists); from Berne to Berlin on
1st August 1919 (first day of issue); correctly supplemented with a 10c definitive stamp as the imprinted
7½c “Peace” stamp was not valid for franking.
5.2 A cover to Brazil with “Peace” stamps (over-franked by 7½ c) cancelled as above. As these stamps
were not yet valid for international mail, the Swiss post-office marked the envelope as unpaid and
indicated 2 x 25 gold centimes as postage due.

Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

5.3 An envelope from Wallenstadt to Vaduz (within the frontier zone), which would have been correctly
franked with a 10c “Peace” stamp if this had been valid for mail to Austria; cancelled at Knoblisbühl on
9th November 1919; 40heller postage due (twice the Austrian inland rate of 20h) charged on delivery on
11th November 1919 using a 40h postage due stamp (1916 issue).
5.4 An envelope from Zürich to Vaduz, which would have been correctly franked at 25c with “Peace”
stamps if these had been valid for mail to Austria; cancelled on 29 th August 1919; 50h postage due
(twice the Austrian foreign rate of 25h) charged on delivery on 30 th August 1919 using a 50h postage
due stamp (April 1917 provisional issue).
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Observing the UPU's Restrictions - Conclusion
It appears that, apart from the five countries which openly supported the UPU’s restrictions on “special”
stamp issues, most countries gave them only limited attention. The five countries concerned (and, in
particular, Switzerland, which administered the UPU) did observe the restrictions and mark the
respective items of outgoing mail as underpaid - but only if the post-office employee concerned was
aware of the restrictions and noticed the offending franking.
BAHNPOST CANCELS

DAVID HOPE/GEORGE SMITH

There was a healthy response to the articles on this subject printed in the November 2012 newsletter.
First from David Hope who offered a solution to Fred Hoadley's “TPO Mystery” : "Here is my solution to
Fred's query in the November newsletter (Page 85) about the TPO cover from Uster to Glarus. It is a pity
that the train number on the cancel is not clear as this would have made things easier. Therefore the
dates on the postmarks give a clue. The letter was postmarked on 11th August in the evening. I suggest
that therefore it was bagged up and put on the first TPO the next morning. The first train from Zürich was
the 5.15. to Sargans then on to Chur. This was train number 81. Reinhard Stutz in 'Bahn und Post in der
Schweiz' illustrates a cancel of August 1865 with this train number. Herr Stutz also illustrates cancels for
a Zürich-Glarus TPO for 1859 -1862 but then there is a gap until 1871-1875. This seems to suggest that
the Zürich-Glarus TPO was discontinued between 1863 and 1871. However it is listed in 1867 with ChurZürich III in brackets after it, a designation that appears by itself in 1868. I have a cover from March 1865
from Glarus to Chur with a Zürich-Chur TPO which seems to confirm the situation. Have any other
members got TPO covers to and from Glarus in this period ? If so please send details to the Editor."
The second response was from George Smith : “I was delighted to read the recent articles on Bahnpost
post marks by Fred Hoadley and Bob Medland in the November 2012 newsletter. I have a number of
such marks on cover. I find Reinhard Stutz's book “Bahn und Post in der Schweiz” (2005) very helpful to
decipher the various marks. Even if you don't speak German the references to place names and dates
are extremely useful. Volumes 1 and 2 have been published, a third volume is still to come. They are not
cheap but fun to use.
Regarding Bob Medland's article on straight-line “St. Gallen TPO Cancellers” (Pages 87-89) : The St
Gallen marks for Route 39 (listed in Stutz's book) are different from those listed in Bob's article. Train 4,
which appears often, seems to have run from Chur to Winterthur where there were connections to many
other cities (e.g. Basel, Bern, Zürich, etc.). Perhaps strangely, I found no straight-line St. Gallen cancels
on any of my Bahnpost covers with the end point naming marks (i.e. Chur – St. Gallen, Zürich – Chur,
etc.).
Regarding the Zürich – Glarus mark in Fred Hoadley's article “A TPO Mystery” (Page 85), according to
my copy of “Bahn und Post in der Schweiz” (Volume 1), I find that the Zürich – Glarus mark was not in
use in 1865. The mark illustrated was in use in the period 1865 – 67 and should have either Z51 or Z81.
I cannot verify the Zug ??? number from the picture. Zürich – Sargans 83B (two versions) was used in
the period 1859–61, 83C (two versions) in 1861–62 and 86A (one version) in 1871–75.
Regarding the Bern à Aarau mark in Fred Hoadley's article "TPO Cancels – A Discovery" (Page 89). It is
not listed in “Bahn und Post in der Schweiz” either. Congratulations to Fred, it looks like a good find. As
to the other unlisted marks I recently found a #55a which is also not in “Bahn und Post in der Schweiz”. I
do not have a copy of Guller, but I understand that 55a is not listed there either."
Bob and Fred were delighted with such informed responses to their articles. Bob Medland responds :
"As I said in the article, I am no expert on Bahnpost but thought that my research into a small area of the
subject would be of interest. George Smith has kindly forwarded copies of his own collection of
cancellations – some of them additional to those listed in my article - and I intend compiling the
combined results, together with any others received from members."
HAVE YOU HAD A LOOK AT THE SOCIETY'S WEBSITE RECENTLY – www.swiss_philately.co.uk ?
- it's been updated by our Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, with some interesting new material.
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THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL DISPLAY 2012: 'HANDSTAMP OR CANCELLATION? : AN
EXPLANATION OF THE MYSTERIES OF POSTMARKS' (PART FIVE)
BOB MEDLAND
Part Four of this article was published in the March 2013 edition of the Newsletter (Pages 23-25).
One of our members in New Zealand, Mike Petzold, has responded to Part Two of Bob's article (January
2013 Page 4): He writes : “I was fascinated with Bob's detailed offering, particularly as I know the area of
Switzerland to which it relates (and Bob) well. I have the following comments on his analysis of the
marks and cancellations on the registered cover:
1. The “indelible blue crayon” mark is not “Einschrieben”. Close study reveals it to read Eimeldingen.
2. Eimeldingen is a small village close to Lörrach, just north of Basel and thus very close to the point
where, today, Germany, Switzerland & France meet.
3. Had the manuscript mark denoted “registered” it would anyway have been superfluous, as the
cover already bears a large official ‘R’.
4. The addressee’s street address is crossed out … and replaced with the manuscript ‘Eimeldingen’.
Doesn’t this signify that the addressee had moved and the cover was returned to sender ?”
Bob Medland replies: "Ah, the perils of going into press! When I read the January newsletter my heart
sank as I spotted my error immediately - and wondered if anyone else would as well. So, in answer to
Mike Petzold’s comments:
Yes, the blue crayon is indeed ‘Eimeldingen’ - this should have been obvious really as the name was
repeated on the back of the cover. It’s strange that there is no evidence on the cover that delivery was
refused but the crossings-out indicate that it was to be returned to sender. One or two of the Paris
cancellations dated 19/6/91 were probably transit marks for its return – but again, it is odd that
otherwise there were no other transit or arrival marks for the return journey to Baden.
Registration was already indicated in triplicate. Whilst post office clerks seem to have enjoyed striking
covers with their various handstamps, often covers were marked initially in manuscript by the sender,
for various reasons. One reason was that an employee or messenger (possibly illiterate) would have
been sent to post the item at the post office so this ensured that it went by the correct postal service perhaps also so that money for the additional postage wasn’t pocketed.”
Editor - For those of you who would like to research the subject of Cancellations further, related
articles that have appeared in the HPS Newsletter in the last 5 or 6 years include :
Bob Medland - 'Answer to St. Gallen Mystery' (Double-circle, Elzevir cdss) May 2012 P. 41 ; 'The Last
Days of Postage Due Stamps' (Circled T-handstamp) October 2011 P. 77 ; 'A Private Guller Canceller
from Geneva' September 2011 P. 72 ; 'Use of Definitive Stamps for Collecting Postage Due' (Circled
and Hexagonal T-handstamps and manuscript marks) August 2011 P. 61 and May 2011 P. 33 ;
'Postage Due or Taxe Perçue/Réclamée' (Large T and boxed handstamps, manuscript marks)
February 2011 P. 12 ; 'International Postage Due – A Headache Without a Cure ?' (various 19 th and
20th Century marks) September 2010 P. 71 ; 'The Hunt for the Gold Centime' (Boxed T33 violet
handstamp) August 2010 P. 61 ; 'The Circular T is Alive and Well in Ticino' March 2010 P. 20 ;
'Bilingual Cancels in the Valais' February 2010 P. 16 ; 'An Interesting Cover from St. Gallen' (various
19th Century handstamps) October 2009 P. 77 ; 'The Hunt for the One Centime Postage Due' January
2007 P. 4, May 2008 P. 33 ; 'Download' (Straight-line, Razor-blade and Postage Due cancels) May
2007 P. 40 ; 'The Mystery Strafporto Handstamp' March 2007 P. 24 ; 'Cancellation Queries' July 2006
P. 51.
Fred Hoadley – 'TPO Cancellations' November 2010 P. 87, December 2010 P. 95 and January 2011
P. 3 ; 'The Railway Post Office and Straight-line Handstamps' December 2007 P. 89.
Evert Poel – 'From Marie Lanz via Joshua Juan to Louis Monnin' (individually styled/coloured
handstamps designed by specific post masters) January 2009 P. 2.
David Whitworth - 'The Operation of the Postage Due Label System' October 2007 P. 73.
Michael Rutherfoord – 'The Geneva “Bulges” 1872 – 1878' January 2006 P. 3.
For other useful Newsletter articles you should refer to the Society's Newsletter Index of Article Titles
which can be viewed on the Website or a hard copy obtained from the Society's Librarian on request.
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CULLY REVENUE STAMPS
AMIS GOLDINGHAM
A while ago you kindly included in the Newsletter an appeal by me for Cully Municipal stamps to try to
complete a collection to donate to the Cully archive. That appeal produced a few items, especially from
the late Fred Pickard. The collection, which sadly is still not complete (especially in the later issues), has
now been delivered. I set it up with pre-prepared spaces in the form of a catalogue so that any further
finds can simply be slipped into the Hawid mounts.
I received a letter of thanks from the Municipality. It does not come from Cully Municipality but Bourg en
Lavaux as several adjacent Municipalities have been merged for administrative purposes, as have the
archives. The head-quarters and archives are still located in Cully. The letter, which is from the Syndic
and the Secretary of the Municipality reads (translated from the French):
"You were kind enough to place in the archives of our commune your beautiful collection of Cully tax
stamps from the 1910s and 1920s. Thank you very much indeed for showing this gesture of confidence
in us. Your collection will be retained in situ and will incorporate record in your name in our archives.
If on a future occasion you pass by Cully and have the time to visit, our historical archive manager will
be happy to give you a tour of the archives so that you can discover its richness, the earliest records
dating back to the thirteenth century.
Thanking you again for your generous gesture; we are delighted that the records of the ancient
commune of Cully have been enriched by your collection of tax stamps.”
n.b. In fact the date range quoted in the letter is inaccurate as the collection starts with the first Municipal
stamp of 1898 and there is a comprehensive range prior to 1910.
Editor - Thankyou to all those who have helped Amis build up this collection. If you come across any
more, no doubt, they will be gratefully received. My apologies for not finding space in the Newsletter
earlier to publish this follow-up item.
A WORLD CUP REQUEST
We have had a request from Mr. Paul Howard on behalf of his friend who collects stamps and covers on
the theme of World Cup Football tournaments. He is interested in obtaining a particular item connected
with the World Cup Finals held in Switzerland in 1954 – "a publicity label/vignette/advertising/poster
stamp by Swissair (in red and white) which is listed (54.1) in 'Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch' under
'Werbevignetten (WV)' Page 456." If any member has a copy of the item (particularly on cover)or knows
of a potential source, Mr. Howard and his friend would be very interested in hearing from them. His friend
would be "willing to pay a good price". Please contact the Editor in the first instance if you can help.
MORE FROM THE 'OLD OAK CHEST'

PETER HOBBS

I still have a number of philatelic items in my 'Old Oak Chest' which I wish to dispose of, namely – PTT
counter sheets of 50 stamps of Z45 and Z49; Back-of-the-book items; Geneva's own Mountain Railway;
PTT and Courvoisier trial prints and booklets; Strubels; Sitting Helvetias; Standing Helvetias; T-dues;
Framas; Soldier Stamp items; the 1909 Zumstein catalogue and its English translation and Cancels of all
types. If you are interested, please ring Peter in Bath on 01 225 31 09 71.
SPECIAL DELIVERY !

EDWARD QUINTON

I came across an article recently in the Daily Telegraph which may be of interest to our members. It
seems that Royal Mail can ruin any stamps, not just ours. The article read : "Sticky Situation Over
Stamps - A member of staff at Royal Mail ruined a rare set of stamps by placing a 'Special Delivery'
sticker on top of them. The stamps were sent on an envelope from Switzerland to a collector in
Somerset. The stamps had a face value of £15 but were a first-day cover – used on the first day of
issue." The related picture showed a cancelled sheetlet of ten stamps celebrating the Centenary of the
Jungfrau Railway with the sticker largely obscuring six of them. I hope the Royal Mail staff concerned
were made to pay for a replacement.
MORE PUBLICITY FOR SWISS PHILATELY - Our long-serving member Frank Parsons is President of
Bexley Philatelic Society. A report in the March edition of 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly' highlighted his display
to their members on Swiss Airmail, Pro Patria cards and Soldier Stamps.
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DAVID HOPE

The Northern Group were pleased to welcome Bob Medland to their February meeting. Bob's
presentation covered two separate subjects. He began with Official mail with the first item being a 1838
entire from Mendrisio. He showed how a variety of handstamps and handwritten endorsements were
used by the Federal Administration to indicate free postage. Later came envelopes with Portofrei printed
on them. Military mail was also sent free at basic postage but registration and express had to be paid for.
He them showed the stamps overprinted for the War Economy Department in 1918 with examples
shown on cover. In 1935 came the perforated cross officials on various definitives. Examples of these
were shown for printed matter, letter post, foreign mail, military, parcels and customs mail and also
International mandates. Care has to be taken as the cross is known forged. In 1938 the perforated cross
was replaced by a printed cross in black. Again various usages were shown including parcel tags,
registered parcels and Fieldpost items. Finally in 1942 came the 'Officiel' overprints on the small
landscapes and historical issue and later the 1949 industry and landscape issue. Again various usages
were shown including ordinary mail, registered and express, military mail, foreign mail and a notification
of receipt item. Finally some mixed perfins and printed cross on cover were shown.
In the second round Bob showed Franco labels and handstamps used by the Post Office. Their usage
began in 1910 and there were other printings through to 1962. He showed examples of the different
types, pointing out that printings 5 and 6 were the scarcest with 75,000 of each printed. An example of
Type 5 was shown on a 1962 cover. He showed the earlier printings used on letters and parcels. For the
postal cheque service the label was printed on to the envelopes and also on official postal stationery
cards. He then showed the handstamps used for each of the 11 postal districts, again on a variety of
covers. One interesting usage was an envelope originally for British Internees with the instructions
blotted out and the envelope then used by Neuchâtel P.O. in 1919. This was a most fascinating and
instructive presentation enjoyed by all present.
THE SOCIETY'S FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
The Annual National Meeting - When you are reading this we will be about two weeks away from the
main event of the Helvetia Philatelic Society this year, taking place on Monday 15 th and Tuesday 16th
April in Worcester. If you haven't booked in already, there is still time if you get in touch with our
Treasurer, Norton Wragg, straight away. If you cannot attend on both days or stay overnight, it will be
possible to come on either the Monday or Tuesday only - this may be a particularly useful option if you
live in easy travelling distance of Worcester. You must let the Treasurer know you are coming and book
for coffee breaks and lunch on the day (and, if you wish to attend, the Society Dinner on the Monday).
Werner Gattiker has confirmed that he will be at the Meeting with a selection from his current stock .
Northern Group – the last meeting of the 2012/13 Season is on the 6th April 2013 – the AGM and Open
Competition. The syllabus for the 2013/14 Season will be decided at the AGM. All meetings take place at
Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope
Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Group - Saturday 8th June 2013 'Public Health Documentation and Disinfected Mail' – guest
speaker V. Denis Vandervelde. Afternoon session 'Something beginning with A, B or C' - all members.
Saturday 5th October 2013 'The Swiss Postal Coach Service' – David Hope plus 'A Transport Theme –
Trains, Boats and Planes' - all members. Saturday 22nd February 2014 'Mixed Franking' (i.e. any item of
mail with stamps of different value, or different design) – all members. The 7 th June and the 6th October
have also been booked for the Summer and Autumn meetings in 2014. All meetings take place at the
Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details
from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
OTHER PHILATELIC EVENTS - Australia 2013 World Philatelic Exhibition – 10th to 15th May at the Royal
Exhibition Building, Melbourne, Australia. … The Philatelic Congress of Great Britain - 27th to 30th June at
the Hallmark Hotel, Gloucester. For further information including signing of the Roll of Distinguished
Philatelists, contact Paul Gaywood on gaywood@hotmail.co.uk .... The Association of Scottish Philatelic
Societies' Annual Congress - 19th/20th April at the Dewars Centre, Glover Street, Perth. .... Swinpex - 8th
June at St. Joseph's Roman Catholic College, Ocotal Way, Swindon.
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MALCOLM BULPITT

I was interested to read the item by Bob Medland on Page 28 of the March 2013 HPS 'Newsletter' about
postage rates to Switzerland. As editor of ‘Swiss Express’, the journal of the Swiss Railways Society, I
am frequently sending items through the post to colleagues there. I had always assumed that in this dayand-age almost all longer-distance intra-European mail went by air although I was aware that, for
example, Switzerland will move mail for parts of southern Germany by surface transport - Basel’s
northern suburbs are, for instance, actually in Germany, although they are served by Swiss trains.
However if Switzerland’s pre-sort indicates it is for other parts of Germany different transport
arrangements will be made. I am also aware that a Swiss magazine I receive that is published in Luzern
is sent by truck to Frankfurt where it is then sent out to all subscribers, including those in Switzerland,
presumably due to Germany's Postal Service (now run by DHL) being marginally cheaper than the
equivalent Swiss service. Moving large numbers of postal items to gain bulk discounts is common in
today's world-wide business community. I receive regular post from a US organisation. Until recently it
was shipped in bulk from the US and distributed via Amsterdam. It now comes from Uxbridge as
presumably the Royal Mail is giving the US company a better rate than TNT (who run the Dutch postal
system) were. Despite what the mainstream media may tell their readers our system is actually one of
the cheapest in Europe.
Out of interest I made some enquiries at our village Post Office, during a quiet spell in a normally very
busy establishment, about current postage rates and methods of transport. Basically anything sent by
the standard ‘Letter’ rate to Europe from the UK will go by Airmail as there is not a surface mail ‘Letter’
rate available on the system. The Royal Mail indicates that these items should arrive at their destination
within four working days, and in my experience with Switzerland this is normally the case - and three
days is common. There is a Premium ‘signed for’ service (with a surcharge of at least £5 per item) but
this only guarantees a three-day service anyway. If you opt to send small packets by surface mail (and
items sent as Printed Paper will automatically go this way) to Europe there is a marginally lower rate and
the Royal Mail notes that the delivery time could be up to 14-days. This appears to be a blanket 'service
contract time' in order to allow items to get to the far outer edges of the EU, and not just to Switzerland. I
suspect that the exaggerated 20-days the Daily Telegraph’s correspondent referred-to was more to
make a 'political' point. In practice the magazines I send at the ‘Printed Paper’ rate usually arrive in less
than seven working days and, as it noted in the follow-up DT letter, will probably have gone by air
anyway. For the large letter, with enclosures, I sent today to Switzerland the ‘Letter’ (Airmail) cost was
£3.62. Had I opted for the ‘Small Packet’ (surface) rate it would have been £3.56, a saving of 6p!
Interestingly, the £3.56 surface mail rate charged to Europe is a general 'Outside the UK Rate' and
would have been the same for that item to go anywhere in the World, whereas the Airmail rate to the
USA (the example we chose as a comparison) would have been well over twice as much. I hope that this
helps your members.
AND FINALLY - Were you aware that the small pictures on the address side of the Pro Patria cards of
1923, 1924, 1925 and 1926 were all created by the prolific stamp designer Karl Bickel ?
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